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New-trustee Sonneland sees
future EWU-Spokane growth
By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor

New Eastern trustee Holly Sonneland sees the future of EWU and
Spokane tied closely together ..
"Spokane has the potential for
tremendous growth in the future,
both culturally and educationally,''
says the long-time civic leader.
''Eastern can and should be deeply involved in that growth .. .
Spokane cannot grow the way it
should unless Eastern is one of the
leaders."
Appointed to the board of
trustees March I by Governor John
Spellman, Sonneland has attended
two board meetings, one a special
session to complete the purchase of
the Higher Education Center.

Holly Sonneland

Though she hasn't been directly
involved with Eastern in the past,
Sonneland has followed the news
of the school, especially events of

the past year.
Purchase of the HEC was "a
very imaginative, creative move for
Eastern to take," she said.
And a merger between EWU and
Washington State University needs
to be studied carefully, she said.
"You shouldn't investigate the
solution before you look at the problem/' she said. "We need to see
if the educational needs of the area
are being met, and if not, find the
best way to meet them.''
Recent studies on problems with
education in the U.S. have pointed
to the need for better teachers, and
Sonneland says Eastern needs to
maintain a strong continuing
education program.
"Good teachers, as with other
professionals, see the need to constantly update their skills," she
said.
Sonneland has had a "life-long
interest in education," she said.

Born in Berkeley, Calif., Sonne.land was raised in Maine,
graduated from Northwestern
University in 1948, and went to
work for Life magazine first as a
reporter, then as a correspondent
until 1955.
She has lived in Spokane the past
27 years, and has five children, the
youngest a senior in college . Her
husband John, a Spokane surgeon,
was an unsuccessful candidate
against congressman Tom Foley in
several campaigns.
Sonneland has been a chairman
and board member of several
Spokane civic organiations , and
has been active in local and state
Republican politics. Her appointment, along with the naming of
Deborah Reis of Richland to the
board, brings to four the number
of prominent Republicans named
to the board of trustees by Governor Spellman .
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Plaque to memorialize former
Eastern studerits killed in wars
I
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The widow of an EWU alumnus
killed in Vietnam is proposing that
funds established years ago by
bereaved friends and relatives be
used to erect a plaque in Showalter
Hall honoring the students of
EWU who died in the four major
conflicts of the 20th century.
Mrs. Linda Turner-Jenson of
Spokane has volunteered the
money in the trust fund established after her husband's death to
construct a bronze plaque with
brass nameplates honoring the
EWU students who were killed in
World War I, World War 11 , Korea
and Vietnam .
A committee of EWU staff and
faculty has been formed to explore
the cost, location, and construction
of the plaque, tentatively to be
located in the second floor rotunda of Showalter Hall.
According to Lt. Col. Ronald

Walter, EWU military science
department ,:;hairman, there are approximately 40 names that research
has uncovered that are eligible for
inclusion on the plaque.
T he only requirement for inclusion is the stipulation that the student attended campus for at least
one quarter.
A dedication ceremony is
sc heduled for May 18, a nd will include a posting of the colors by
ROTC cadets, a speech by EWU
President George Frederickson, the
unveiling of the plaque by Mrs.
Jensen, and the playing of "Taps. "
Also tentatively scheduled is a
speech by a major military figure,
but the speaker has not been
established at this time.
Approximately 28 by 34 inches,
the plaque will list all of the
students by the war they fought
and died in, and will be set on
marble.
T he price of the plaque has not
yet been established, but will pro-

bably not exceed $1,500, and according to Lt. Col. Walter, may
cost closer to $1 ,000.
According to Lt. Col. Walter,
the plaque will probably read "In
memory of EWU students who
gave their lives for their country,"
and will include a dedication to the
memory of 1st Lt. Randy Turner,
a 1964 graduate of EWU, by
friends and family.
At Tuesday's AS Council
meeting, the AS approved a contribution of $250 to the fund to
build the plaque, thereby lending
support to the project by EWU
students.
There still exists a possibility that
some names of students killed in
the four major wars have not been
included in the list, so Lt. Col.
Walter has requested those who
know of an alumni who was killed
to please call the EWU office of
ROTC to ensure the student's
name has been included in the list.

Students' Rights
What happens when you're busted on campus?
By ALICE KIRKMIRE
Staff Writer

Can you count how many
times you've seen a Cheney police
officer on campus? How many
people do you know who've been
"busted" by University Police?
What ilappens if you get written up
by your Resident Advisor? Do you
have to talk to Uncle Al if you get
into trouble?
The fact is not much of the
"what happens if you get into trouble" information is discussed until you get there. Most of us are
only told not to get into trouble so
we won't have to worry about it.
What does happen to an Eastern
student who, for example, gets
written up by an RA for being
noisy or obnoxious?
The RA would issue a written

complaint to Dean Al Ogdon,
University disciplinary officer,

stating what the student has done
wrong. Ogdon then speaks with the
RA and the person accused, usually
bringing in a third party, often the
Head Resident of the dorm involved. This meeting is used to get both
people involved to speak about the
problem and hopefully solve it
before it goes any further.
However, if the problem remains
unresolved, and the RA wants to
take disciplinary action, the simple
write-up turns into a procedure that
could be long and drawn out. The
process is usually avoided because,
a Ogdon stated, "The RA's don't
like to be the heavies. They have to
live with these people and that can
make it rough. They seem to be.victims of the second-chance-wamingsyndrome. They'd rather give a stu-

dent 25 warnings than issue one
write-up.''
However, to really understand
the way the la w is approached on
campus one should deal with
something more important than a
simple write-up in the dorms. Let's
say it's a Friday night and someone
has, as a prank, taken the doors off
the bathroom of your dorm.
Although this prank may seem
harmless, it is vandalism and must
be dealt with as malicious mischief.
So University Police are ca lled in,
and the process begins.
University Police Sgt. Vertie
Brown said that in cases where
students may be arrested under a
Spokane County warrant (such as
the example cited above), the police
must follow all the normal rules of
evidence, advise the student of his
. . .continued on page 9

Why does it look so weird?
By CHAD HUTSON
Staff Writer
As you enter Cheney from Betz
road on the east side of the campus a strange site comes into view.
At first it looks small but as you get
closer the tall green object that protrudes from the ground is actually
quite large.
It is obvious that this object is a
water reservoir, but why is it so oddly shaped, and why is it tha t color?
This aqua-marine water tank
stores 187 thousand ga llons of
water for the city of Cheney and the
surrounding area. T he stra nge
structure of the tank is designed for
better stability, since the winds
around the Cheney area can be so
strong, said Dick Johnson who's in
charge of the maintenance for the
city of C heney. The color?

" Well," says Johnson, " no one
really knows why that particular
color was chosen:' Johnson said the
color reminded him of the "bottom
,of an old pool."
When asked if he thought the
city of Chen ey got a bargain on
pool paint Johnson said he didn't
thin k so. "The mayor called me
recently and expressed his concern
for the co lor,' said Johnson .
Plans are being made at the present for the tall re ervoir and the
other two water tanks to be painted
by 1985. Johnson a id , "Request ·
for paint ing the ground tanks ha e
been submitted by some o f the
Eastern tudents. We must ee the
ideas before actually giving permi sion to paint the tank first'. ' As for
the tall water tank no requests have
been given to the city, said John on .
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Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.
This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before summer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class.
To buy the phone you're leasing,
just call AT&T Consumer Sales &
Service's toll-free number. Or visit

any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us
before you say goodbye. '"fhen unplug
your phone and take it ,vith you. And
have a nice summer.

1-800-555-8111
CalJ thi toll-fr number 24 hours a day.

AT&T
<"l l!J~ 4 . i\Tt~·T f11 fo nnau1111 Sy,1,·111!<

Spokane
North 124 Wall Street
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Library's lack of funds key to problems
By OPENDACK
Staff Writer

Insufficient funding of Eastern's
library is slowing its recovery .
Head librarian Walter Baumann
responding last week to student
complaints said many of the
grievances were legitimate but
because of a lack of funds, the
library could not resolve the problems immediately.
Baumann emphasized that the
budget cuts of the 81 -83 biennium
ha rmed the library in particular.
Between 1979 and 1980, the
funds allotted by Olympia for
EWU increased by $4.88 million.
Out of those funds the amount appropriated for Academic Support
increased by $242,000.
From 1980 to 1981 funds allotted Eastern increased by $3. 7
million-of that Academic Support's allocation increased by
$832,000.
Between 1981 and 1982 the funds
for EWU increased by $5 .64
million-nearly $2 million more
than the previous year's increase in
funding . But Academic Support
received only a $543,000 increase
that year-nearly $290,000 less
than the previous year's increase in

funding.
of books-and over five times the
Then came the crunch-the big
number periodical subscripti ons.
EWU Library Budget Status-Feb '84
budget cut from Olympia.
Gonzaga, on the other hand,
In 1983 Eastern saw a decrease whose enrollment is less than hal f
in state funding-a loss of $1.45
that of EWU, has 19,000 more
EQUIPMENT & TRAVEL 2 '\,
million. Academic Support, which
books. These figures do not include
represented 9.3 percent of the total
the GU Law Schoo l, which is conexpenditures for the University,
sidered separately.
CONT RAC TED SERVICE S 15 °~
received $479,000 less than it did in
Of the $43 million received by
1982-taking it to a level only
$64,000 greater than what it receiv- . Eastern in 1983, Academic Support
received $4 million. Out of the total
ed in 1981.
While the budget cut hurt received by Academic Support, the
Eastern, the library in particular library received 39 percent o f that
because of the rapidly increasing $4 million, the rest being split
costs of paper publications, when among other university interests
compared to other university such as Rural Regional Planning,
libraries in eastern Washington , the University Galleries , C e n te r
S A L AR IES &B ENEF ITS 67 °b
• Theatre Group, Spokane Small
picture becomes more bleak.
Business Development, Learning
Skills Center, and others. Th is 39 telephones, binding, catalog cards,
wsu
But things are looking up ,
percent
fi
gure
amounted
to
apla
cem
en
ts
a
n
d
co
m
pu
ter
·
rep
Baumann
said. The library will be
GONZAGA
proximately $1. 7 million .
services.
receiving $100,000 in addition to
EWU
According to the EW U Library
Of the amou nt spent on equip- their regular funding this year .
Budget Status Report for February ment and travel, the Instructional We've lost some ground, Ba umann
GU LAW
1984, $184,000 has been set aside Media Center received $22,000 or said, but with the library receiving
WHITWORTH
for books-that is, nine percent of 48 percent of that sector of the m ore funds, we can begin growing
SFCC
the total library funds. $152,000 library's fu nding allocations.
o nce again.
has been set aside for periodical
sec ,,_
subscriptions-that's seven percent
of the $1.7 million.
Washington State University has
Fifteen percent of the amounts
about twice the number of students
allocated
for the library went for
as EWU . But WSU' s library concontractual services. These include
tains nearly five times the number

Rec depclrtment offers free fun
By WRRI FRICKS
Staff Writer

All sports-minded individuals interested in having fun in the great
outdoors should check out the Outdoor Recreation department. This
week, the department is offering
two slide shows and a bicycle trip,
all free.
Robert Lesser, free-lance
photographer, will be presenting a
slide show illustrating the art of
kayaking and an ABC .video tape
-".:

tonight at 7 p.m. The video tape
displays the dangers of kayaking in
the Grand Canyon on the Strikine
River in British Columbia. Lesser
has gone kayaking in 25 states, five
Canadian provinces, and four
foreign countries.
"Spokane Area Trips" is the second slide show scheduled for this
week on Wednesday at the Higher
Education Center at 4:30 p.m. and
Showalter Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Hosted by Gary Cassel, the slides
will convey excitement of discover-

ing the Pacific Northwest through
climbing, bicycling, rafting, and
sailing. Cassel has been a bicycle
specialist for seven years and active1y involved in the Spokane mountaineers for almost 20 years.
Friday, the Outdoor Recreation
department will be hosting a
27-mile bike ride, which meets at
the Phase I at noon. Cyclists will
be riding to the South Turnbull area
and back to Cheney, approximately a three to four hour course. All
riders must supply their own bikes.

LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 10:30 a.m.,2: 15 p.rn.

~

Th urs. , A pril 12 Bean Soup, Tacos, Tuna Nd! Cass. , Pizza Sid , C ar rot
Coins, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Choe. Chip Cook .
Fri. , April J3

Sat., April 14
Sun., April 15

Manhtn C lm Chd, Fishwich, Bkd Spaghetti, Ham Sid
Bowl , Cut Gr . Beans , Salad Bar, Wh t & Cr Wt Brd,
Oatmeal Cookies
BR UNCH
BRUNCH

Mon ., A pril 16 Frn Onion Soup, Ma caroni & Chse, Corndog/ Pot Chp,
Fruit Sid Bowl, Corn, Salad Bar, Wht & Orng. Brd ,
Coconut Cook.
Tues., April I 7 Scotch Brotch , Sloppy Joes, Broccoli Cass ., Continen tal Rice, Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Va ni lla
P udding, Re Krspi Sq.

Wed., Apr il 18 Split Pea Soup, Neptunes Delight, Suk iyak i, Taco alad
Fr St Gr. Beans, Salad Bar·, Wht & 0mg. Brd, Choe . Pud~
ding, Ranger Cookies

· 9111 st St.
COUPON - - - - - - -1
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COM~NG TO SAVE THE WORLD

3 SOFT TACOS
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THIS SUMMER.
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Opinion Ax murders
bear reflection
By GORDON WITTENMYER
Staff Writer

An error, a panic, a thud. The long-handled ax strayed from
the upended log at which it was aimed, missing it completely, barely missing my right foot and nestling harmlessly into the soil.
A twelve-year-old boy playing a potentially dangerous. man's
game. But safety lies in his own backyard.
I learned last week that a guy I'd gone to school with since
eig-hth grade had just been arrested for a double ax murder.
He had gone to live with his grandmother in Pensacola, Fla.,
and on March 20, apparently under the influence of drugs, he
is accused of ransacking her house and killing her and her
housemate with a long-handled ax found at the scene.
After the murders, he is said to have fled to Federal Way,
Wash., where he and I both had gone to school and where he
and I both had lived. He was arrested in Federal Way April 2.
The strangeness of it all has flooded my mind with every
thought and memory of this person to whom I was never close
but nonetheless knew for a long time.
He was well-liked for the most part as long as I'd known him,
and he seemed to have a lot of friends. He was popular. ·
As far as what I could detect from his personality, he had a
sense of humor and was outgoing. He also seemed to have a quality of sensitivity,- but his sensitivity almost seemed tainted with
despair or at least a shallowness. I'm not sure, however, if what
I know now has affected \hat interpretation.
I remember an episode (I think it was in P .E. class in junior
high) where I was listening in on a group in which he was talking . The group was discussing parents, and he was talking stoutly of how he kept his mother in line by "hitting her around."
His statement disturbed me, but I shrugged it off as "big talk"
and nothing more. Now I'm not sure ....
He's tall and thin, all of 6 foot 2 inches tall last time I saw him.
Though he's black, he has light skin and never seemed black
to a predominately white Federal Way. He had a lot of white
friends, but also was a friend to nearly all the blacks at school
(what few there were).
I remember a white friend of his once addressing him about
a particular action or manner of his with comic sarcasm something
to the effect of, "Are you trying to make people think you're
black?" It could be that he had or has an identity problem.
He was a member of the party crowd at Federal Way, but was
also friend to quite a few "jocks." Of course, a lot of "jocks"
were partyers.
I heard through various grapevines that he skipped classes to
get stoned, especially in the later stages of high school. He
sometimes partied heavily on weekends, again especially in the
later stages of high school, and I believe, in fact am quite certain, that we had been "guests" at the same parties.
It scares me to think what might have happened at one of those
parties if a particular provocation had triggered him- what may
have happened to people I knew .
The partying and cut classes apparently took their toll on his
grades as he failed to graduate with our class. The newspaper article on his arrest says he was attending high school in Pensacola
at the time of the killings. The article says he had been caught
smoking at school the day of the murders and, in the face of possible suspension, quit school.
He's 19 years old. He hasn't graduated from high school. The
article addressed a possible drug problem. He was undoubtedly
frustrated, and under the influence of drugs, undoubtedly
senseless to a degree.
It's likely he is a murderer. What's more, a killer by incomprehensibly grotesque means.
But he was someone I knew. Someone I would have even
trusted. One of my own.
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Stereotyping· affects inany
I'm writing in response to the letter in The Eas.t erner last week from
\ Mr. Ahmed. I wholeheartedly agree
· with the letter as it coincides with
thct Communications 408 class J!m
atteh~ing this quarter, "Racism,
Sexisril"and Cultural Communication~• Stereotyping and ethnocentrism are a few of the areas we're
covering presently. The letter seemed to hit the' 'nail on the head!
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After only a '•few weeks of this
very interesting class the awareness
of my ethnoce1Jtrism and
stereotypical tendencies has
heightened immensely. ·Prior to thjs
I had the attitude that it didn't concern me, which I believe is near the
core of the problem. You know, like,
"It can happen to them but not'tne'.'

helped awaken me and open my
eyes and mind, along with the letter from Mr. Ahmed in the paper.

By and large the class I'm in has

Chester Brown

Get involved

Eastern's pool of different
cultures offers a unique opportunity to overcome ethnocentrism and
stereotypical tendencies, which I intend to do and I encourage fell ow
students and Americans to join me.

THecaNaDia~~
ACiP RaiN CYCLI
CD

Deadline for applicants to
AS Council Position 9 is Friday
at S p.m. The terms for this
position, vacated by Dean
Haller due to· completion of
studies, expires this quarter. AS
Vice ,President Bill Muir will be
interviewing. applicants Monday from 1-3 p.m. The
Easterner encourages anyone
interested in student government to get involved. Forms ate
available at the AS offices on
the third floor of the PUB.
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The Easterner encounaes reipolllibleI opinions and the
discuulon of iuues, both on and off·campus, in the form of
letten to the editor;
Letten should tie ·double-spaced and typewritten, with
name and pbone number. of the . writer Included. Letters
without nunes and pbone numbers will not be printed.
The Easterner reserves the riaht lo edit all letters, but only
for brevity. Brina letters to The Easterner office al room 119
In the PUP or mail them to The Easterner, PUB 119, EWU,
Cheney, Washington,' 99004.
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Perkins is unfla-p pable
Pete Perkins looked at me across
the desk.
''This is yellow journalism! And
you could have checked it with
me!"
The conversation took place the
day our second issue came out last
fall, when an article raised questions about Perkin's role in the AS
Council's rejection of M.J . Welte
for a vacant council position. .
I had talked to Pete the day
before, but hadn't checked those
sections of the story with him
before we ran the story.
It was a mistake, and not only
did I figure I'd lost a friend but I
felt as though I'd hit the cobble
brick bottom of journalism's
barbeque pit.
Pete and I have bounced back
since then. He has continued to be
active in student government, having just finished a term as AS director of elections, and he has applied
for the vacant council position.
And I-well, anyway, we've
continued the friendship we began
five years ago, when we were fellow
seminarians at Gonzaga University.
Pete had already spent a year at
Eastern when he transferred to
Gonzaga for spring semester in
1979, where I had started the
semester before as a freshman.
For five months we lived at
Bishop White seminary there, seeking to discern what our vocations
were. Though we'd arrived there by
different routes, our interest in
becoming priests was similar-a
desire to serve people in a special
way.

By May of that year, we both
had decided we needed some time
away from the seminary. Pete left
to join his parents in Saudi Arabia,
while I went home to Wenatchee to
work.

I still have a letter I
received from him
describing a trip he was
planning to Europe and
telling me that he was earning $12,000 a year
delivering mail part-time
at a U.S. housing compound there.

Up to this point, you've learned
more about me than· about Pete
Perkins-but that's how he is. For
as long as I've known him there has
always b~en an aura of mystery

Siler's
Spiel

At that time I was earning $3. 75 about him.
In the midst of the Welte conan hour stuffing inserts in the local
paper-an early sign that my veins troversy, for instance, The
run with news ink.
Easterner received an anonymous
He visited me once in Wenatchee letter from Riyahd, Saudi Arabia.
when he.,returned to the States. We The writer told of how Perkins had
went downtown to buy some apples refused to join a service club in his
and I managed to get us lost in the hometown of Walla Walla because
town where I've lived for almost 24 the club refused to admit minority
years. We ended up down by the students.
Columbia River in a transient
We didn't run the letter because
jungle, and a couple of surly- it was unsigned, but it made us a
looking bums came out to look us little more sure that Pete wasn't ·
over.
discriminating against Welte. The
But the ever-unflappable Pete incident in Walla Walla was
Perkins managed to extricate us something that Pete had never
without losing his hubcaps and we mentioned, nor would he have,
eventually found an apple packing even to use it to deny charges of
plant.
racism.
Fall of 1981 found us both at
His involvement in student
Eastern. For a quarter our paths government at Eastern has been
merged as we both began taking brief but intense. After serving on
education courses. But then I the AS Council for one quarter, he ·
changed my mind (again) and ran for president, losing a year ago
began studying history and jour- to Gina Hames by a few votes.
nalism.
Though he resigned from the council fall quarter, he remained active

.S

(I know)

by running the past student
elections.
If you dislike politics, which I
do, it's sometimes hard to handle
some of Perkin's more blatant
political posturing-something he
admits he relishes.
But it says something about his
character that Gina Hames asked
him to be director of elections last
quarter even though Pete took his
defeat for the prec;ident's race hard,
let just about everybody know he
didn't like Hames, and is a friend
of Thayne Stone, who ran for
president last quarter against Craig
Hansen, whom Hames supported.
His activity in student government has broug.ht Perkins up
against
President
George
Frederickson a few times on issues
ranging from PUB expansion to
the so-called "Showalter Shuffle."
"Pete Perkins is a fine fellow,"
said Frederickson. "He's quiet and
unassuming, but he gets his facts
together and he can sneak up on

you. I've got a lot of respect for
him."
Part of his effectiveness comes
from knowing what goes on at the
University.
"I wouldn't say I keep my ear to
the ground," says Perkins. "You
leave some sensitive areas
vulnerable that way. Let's just say
I don't miss much."
I graduate in June after six years
of college. Pete will stay at Eastern
another year to get his teaching
degree in secondary education. Our
aims are still similar-to serve
people.
Whether the best way to do that
is with a newspaper or as a teacher
or even through the thorny
brambles of student politics is up
to each person to decide, I guess.
Watching Pete Perkins decide
which road to take has been fun,
though, because one thing shines
through, indeed has been evident
since we met in the seminary five
years ago-Pete Perkins cares .

HAPPY 31ST BIRTHDAY,
PAUL!

MONDAY, APRIL 16TH
IS PAUL'S BIRTHDAY
Why not give him a call
and wish him well.
1-509-489-3196
From one who said,
"Someday I'll get you, Paul!"

Council to choose candidates
for EWU-WSU merger study
contract agreed to last year. The tinuation of the voucher for child
entire bill was for $10,000: He also care Hansen developed -laS't
added that a report from the legal quarter. He stated that about 40
assistance
will be reviewed before applications from student parents
President Thayne Stone advised
the AS Council to form an ad-hoc EWU signed another contract for were collected for child care subcommittee to choose candidates next year. The council voted to pay sidy. The applications will be
reviewed and if any are eligible,
for a student representative on the the legal assistance bill.
In other financial business, those student parents will receive
EWU-WSU merger study commit:
Henke
asked the council to allow $55 or a IO percent reimbursement
tee at the council meeting Tuesday.
$250
to
go for a contribution to a for their child care bill at the end
The council will submit three
Veteran's
Recognition Plaque of the quarter. Stone advised the
names to the Legislature, where
one student will be chosen. The which will be placed in Showalter cquncil to review the child care
committee will include faculty, Hall later in the spring. Council report before making a decision.
students, and board members from voted approval.
Also $30 from the Executive
both schools.
In other business, Bill Muir, AS Brand Budget will go to Cheney's
vice president, reported that Coun- Chamber of Commerce to allow a
cil position No. 9 applications EWU student to represent the indeadline is tomorrow at 5 p.m. He terests of EWU students at
will be interviewing students for chamber meetings. The council
that position Monday between 1-3 considers this another way to continue good relations with the City
p.m.
of
Cheney.
Finance Vice President Darren
Former
executive assistant Craig
Henke recommended that SZ,000
Hansen
asked
for the council's
be paid to University Legal
Assistance in order to fulfill the "stamp of approval" on the conBy SHAUN SULLENS
Staff Writer
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Sports
Cougs' bats
co01e alive
Compiled from staff accounts

Photo by BRAD GARRISON

It would have been close had Washington State's pitcher Bob Costello (23) tossed a more accurate throw to first baseman Greg Barton,
but the ball bounded past Barton and rolled to the right field fence allowing Eastern's speedy Steve Anderson to score on the play. Barton
retrieved the ball but overthrew third base trying to gun down Anderson. EWU won last week, S-J. ·
It's expected that the best athletes at
any university or college are on the football, basketball and baseball teams.
Quiz time.
True or false?
Eastern 's best athletes are the ones on
scholarship?
If you answered true give yourself half
credit. If you remarked false give
yourself half credit, too.
If you were daring and answered true
and false you score 100 percent, or in
college grade-point terms, give yourself a

4.0.
As an NCAA Division I school EWU
had better have superb athletes on
scholarship. But Eastern's intramural
program is loaded with good athletes,
too, with ex-high school jocks who are
not ready to toss in the straps, shorts and
shoes.
Just like their big brothers, intramural
sports are played in season. When one
isn't watching his favorite collegiate or
professional football team, he can be
found replaying his high school or grid
kid glory days out on one of Eastern's
practice football yards in an inspiring,
rousing accord of intramural flag
football.
In the winter, of course, comes basketball where an efficient run-and-gun,
score-at-all-costs team will beat a hard
nose defensive squad every time. In this

game a half-court offense is an undefined
term-unless it means one team sprints
down the court faster than the other .. The
offensive sets that evolve are usually 2 on
1, 3 on 2, 4 on 2, 5 on 2, 5 on 3, or 5
on 4. Perish the thought of 5. on 5.
And softball ushers in spring. I'm still
confused about why a baseball is considered harder than a SOFfball. Doesn't
logic dictate that the softball, since it's
larger, is harder than the smaller sphere
the baseball?
But softball brings us to the point of
this story. Which men's intramural team
will dominate the other men's teams this
spring? Will it be the Bink Wall
Weightlifters, the Reese Courters or the
Woodward Fielders?
No.
As sure as Joe Namath was when he
predicted the New York Jets would win

the 1968 Super Bowl, a team member
(who shall remain nameless for fear of
beanballs during heated softball action)
of the Golden North Bar claims his team
will win the intramural championship.
"In fact," he said, "I guarantee it."
Heavy off-season trading and signing
of free agents makes the Golden North
Bar a team to watch out for this spring.
This spring, thanks to a large contribution from one of the player's parents,
who own a motel in Alaska, this team
dons new uniforms.
No prediction here. Mr. Unnamed
speaks for himself.

•••••

The Chicago Cubs would be proud of
at least three Eastern students-one of
them Jeff Morrow, The Easterner's copy
editor this quarter, and his friend Matt
Whitehead.

PULLMAN-Washington
State's bats, silent the last time the
Cougars and Eagles met, came
alive at Eastern's expense here
Wednesday afternoon .
The Cougars used a potent offense to crush the Eagles, 10-3, in
a Pacific-JO Northern Division
baseball game.
The loss drops Eastern to 2-1 in
conference, 14-10 overall.
The main attraction the past
week has not been Pac- IO baseball
action, but rather the rain.
And the rain threatenea to halt
Wednesday's game between WSU
and EWU.
Last weekend the Eagles barely
got one of their scheduled four
Pac-10 contests completed before
rain halted the second half of a
scheduled twinbill with the
Washington Huskies.
Eastern, behind the strong pitching of Mark Ne;.,ms, improved its
conference record to 2-0 with a 3-2
win over the Huskies in Seattle.
It was Nevills' •fint start since
suffering a sore shoulder while on
the team's southwest road trip.
But Eastern's scheduled twinbill
with Portland State was cancelled
due to rain last Monday. A nonconference doubleheader with Seattle University was also terminated.

These fellows wear their authorized
Chicago Cubs major-league caps with
pride.
And like all Cubbie followers in the
spring, they. are. optimistic the.-Nation~
League Chicago "team can give the teams·
in the NL East an honest struggle in
1984.
Of course every year the Cubs' fans
are optimistic-hope is the only thing
keeping them going.
America's athletic fans like to follow
winners whether it's football's Dallas
Cowboys, Los Angeles Raiders or Miami
Dolphins; basketball's LA Lakers or
Boston Celtics or baseball's NY Yankees
or LA Dodgers.
But somewhere in the hearts of most
fans they find room to root for a loser,
too-like the Cubs, NY Mets or Minnesota Twins.
Interestingly, 1984 could be the year of
fulfilled dreams for the Cubs, Mets and
Twins.
No they won't win their' respective division titles, but they could win enough to
finish around or above the .SOO mark.
Each team has improved enough to
compete.

Spring kickoff Monday .
Compiled from staff accounts

Dick Zornes and his coaching staff are in the fina:
moments of preparation for Monday's kick off of fivt
weeks of spring football drills.
Coming off a 5-5 campaign in Eastern 's toughes·
season of competition in school history, Zornes is sun
the Eagle's best years are ahead of them.
Although they will be young--extremely younger
than last year with just a half dozen of seniors expected
to play--the Eagles' underclassmen gained invaluable
experience over the latter half of the season.
The only position that has Zornes slightly concerned is linebacker. Eastern graduated starters Jeff Metler, Don Granger and Tom Kinney. Among the
expected candidates for a starting jol?--Steve Cole, Bill
Altena, Chris Seidel, Allen Gilmour, Jesse Steele and
John Eddy--five are either redshirt freshmen or
sophomores. Cole, a junior-to-be, is the lone
linebacker with game-time experience.
"I am not worried about the offensive side of the
ball," Zornes said. "We're pretty strong and we'rt
going to g~t better.''
'

"I look for us to be as good as last year. We've im•
proved but we're awfully young."
Zornes is pleased with the work of his players during off-season training. During final weightlifting
training, seven players beQch pressed 360 pounds.
Battling for quarterback will be sophomore Rob
James, a 6-foot-2, 195 pounder from University High
School in Spokane, Rick Worman, a junior-to-be
transfer from Fresno State, and redshirt freshman Jon
Snider (6-3, 190) from Lake Washington High Schoof
in Kirkland.
All practice.sessions (Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday) 'a re open to the students, Zornef
said.
Easter:n's 1984 football schedule: Sept. 8 Central
Wa~hington (Spokane); Sept. 15 Montana State
(Spokane); Sept. 22 (to be announced); Sept. 29 Boise
State (Boise); Oct. 6 Howard Payne (Spokane); Oct.
27 Idaho State (Pocatello); Nov. 3 Nevada-Reno
(Reno); Nev. 10 Northern Colorado (Greeley); Nov.
17 Northern Arizona (Spokane).

•••••

If fans can love a winner and a loser
then maybe there's hope for the Seattle
Mariners.
But that's another story.

Dick Zornes, Eastern football coach
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Netters met challenge
"It's hard, but fair,' commented
Zech.

By COLIN COWHERD
Staff Writer
For EWU women tennis players,
life is one monumental challenge.
Marcia Isenberger, Kris Gavre and
Helen Zech seem to have met that
challenge just a little better than
others.
Isenberger, Gavre and Zech are
ranked one, two and three, respectively, on the Eagle tennis team. Yet,
the three netters have a combined
total of one year of college experience. Isenberger is the lone
sophomore.

The trio has helped improve the
team from earlier troubles. Overall,
the Eagles are 8-3, 4-1 in Mountain
West Athletic Conference play, their
one conference loss against always
tough Montana State last Saturday.
A Port Angeles product,
Isenberger has been named the top
Eagle seed the last two years.
"There is a lot of pressure!' she
said. "I put most of the pressure on
myself. People expect more when
you are Number One!'

To receive their elite placement,
all tennis players-Julie Dunahoe
Lisa Livermore and Tracy Huffer
round out the top six players-must
compete in coach Sunya Herold's
unique challenge system. It's a
system which requires incoming
freshmen to battle all squad
members. To guarantee a high rank-·
ing, one must win nearly every
match.

. Isenberger received conterence
accolades last year when she was
named to the AII-MWAC team.
This year will be tougher, she said.
"Realistically, I can't be as good
as last year,' Isenberger admitted.
"The conference is tougher and all
the players have seen me play.'
In other words, the element of
freshman surprise has vanished.
Not so for Gavre and Zech. Gavre's
record is 6-5, while Zech's mark is

"There's no room for mistakes:•
Isenberger said. "One bad day and

"
Still, Zech and Gavre fought their
way to the top, albeit with a
struggle.
"I was glad it was over,' said
Gavre.

8-3.

With all the practice hoursZech practiced 3-and-one-half
hours a day before season playburnout could rate significantly in

reasons for poor play.
Zech doesn't yie~d to that excuse.
"I love it (tennis), it's all new to me.
I practice every day.'
Motivation seems to keep the
threesome alive during the
campaign.
"We are very close as a team, a
lot closer than last year,' said
Isenberger. "Sunya (Herold) does a
good job of keeping us close!'
Our team motivates each other,'
Gavre added. "Matcia (Isenberger)
is probably the biggest motivator.'
Without receiving the attention
that other Eastern sports receive,
tennis players must rely on hard
work.
"I like individual sports so I'm
used to not getting all the publicity,' said Isenberger.
Zech feels hard work keeps
herself in fine-tuned form. " I'm a
pretty darn hard worker,' she
laughed.
HARD WORK? MOTIVATION? LACK OF ATTENTION?
Lest it be misunderstood, there is
enjoyment on those Eagle courts.
"I love it, it's just hard work:'
said Zech wistfully. Coach Sunya
Herold seems to be loving it (the
dividends), too.

Photo by BRAD GARRISON

Eastern's Kris Gavre returns the backhand shot in tennis action last
weekend.

Three's co-m paay at second base
By JEFF WARK
Staff Writer
Dissension among teammates
competing for the same position is
an abysmal monster that can eat
the heart out of even the most
magnanimous of us. Being a pret-

Commentary
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ty, fair second baseman, I know
the monster all too well.
He used to stand next to me in
practice and petrify me into
booting easily handled ground
balls. The ironic thing about it is
when it came the monster's turn to
field a chance, he suddenly
transformed and reappeared
desperately human as green snakes
spring wildly fourth from out of
my "hqping he'd ,miss" head.
It can make a good man ,a
monster of malicious wishes when
beine; outplayed by a teammate at
the same position. But this malady·
does not perpetuate here at
Photo by CRAIG COPPOCK
Eastern. Eagle baseball coach Jim
The SECOND SACKERS--From left to right Steve Spoon, John Bridges, and Craig Conners.
Wasem is blessed with a together
triumvirate at second base that
would do any college coach proud. "Scrap" Bridges is a S-foot-8, 165 it takes to win. He's a 19-year-old Clark High School. He's a good
In not any particular order, the pound fireplug who graduated sophomore inter~sted in history,
defensive player who wields a consecond base trio begins with the son from Coeur d'Alene high School in coaching and ph}jsical education.
sistent bat to set his aggressive base
and namesake of former big 1982. He is deft at hitting the
Craig Connors is a 5-8, 160 running in-motion. A 20-year-old
leaguer, Rocky Bridges. John breaking ball and will do anything graduate of Spokane's Lewis and
sophomore, Connors is still con-

Spods bri"fs
By Sports Information

Eastern women's athletic director Mary Rubright received an
honor last week when she was
elected the first woman director of
the Greater Spokane Sports
Association.
The GSSA board, including
almost three dozen members,
directs the annual Inland Empire
Sports Award Banquet as an arm
of the Spokane Chamber of
Commerce.
The GSSA president is former
EWU basketball letterman John
Lothspeich.

Men spikers
win triple duel
The EWU men's track and field
team picked up six individual victories while winning all three duels
last Saturday in Missoula, Mont.
Dean Jaegerman won the 400
meters in 48.SS seconds and ran a

leg on the winning (42.12)
4x100-meter rel•y team. John
Houston won theltriple jump with
a 48-9½-foot leap, Lex Strom took
the discus with a ~rsonal record of
165-9, Chuck Vio,ette won the 800
in 1:52.50, Steve fackson won the
400 hurdles with c\ personal best of
52. 72 and Darryl f enest ran a winning steeplechase in 9:35.1.

templating the right major for
himself.
Steve Spoon is a 5- 10, I 60 junior
who graduated from Aberdeen
High School on the Washington
coast. A good fastball hitter with
a fine glove, Spoon's the oldest of
the three second sackers at 21. He's
a physical education major with a
minor in computer science.
The:·e it is. Three dissimilar individuals
from
different
backgrounds with contrasting interests. Potentially there are many
reasons to chuck the team concept
and singularly play for personal
growth. The green monster of illwilled portent could loom most
large amongst this competitive
group hoarded at second.
However, just the opposite is true
as these Eagles of a rare feather are
unity-exemplified.
Talking to each one individually, it was quite clear that their
respect and friendship for each
other went well beyond the chalk
lines of first and third.
They' re an upbeat group who
are fun to watch in practice as they
banter each other with a refreshing
rapport .
Finding playing time for this
talented trio could be determined
as a sort of dilemma for Coach Jim
Wasem. But, ah ... what a pleasant
sort of dilemma.

I

SWEATS

Robinson wins
Sprinter Elaine Robinson gave
the women's track and field team
their only victory in the Montana
Invita tiona l in Mi ssoula last
Saturday.
The freshman flash ran 200
meters in 26. IO f qr a personal best
in her brief colleg'ate career. Chris
Grant threatened the school record
for the 400 hurdl~s with a secondplace clocking of 1:04. 15 and
transfer Diane Bpdell, competing
unattached, broke the EWU record
with her third plafe discus thr6w of
143-3.
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Movies
''Romanc1ng
· ,, a d ven t urous;
By Cassie Andrews
Movie Critic

"Romancing the Stone"
" Romancing the Stone" is an
adventure movie involving a
treasure hunt, with a generous portion of romance thrown in.
Kathleen Turner plays Joan
Wilder, a successful romance
novelist who dreams of meeting a
man like the hero in her stories,
which doesn't seem likely.
Suddenly, though, odd things
start to happen. She receives in the
mail a treasure map from her
sister's husband, who was killed
shortly after mailing it.
Then she gets a call from her
sister in Columbia, who tells her
that she (the sister) will be killed
unless Joan brings the map to Columbia immediately.
She arrives in Columbia, and
boards the wrong bus, ending up
in the middle of nowhere when it
crashes into a jeep full of exotic
birds. The birds fly away or are
picked up by other passengers, who
then drift off down the road in thedirection the bus was headed, leaving Joan with the evil sheriff Zolo.
who has been following her and

knows that she has the map.
Along comes Jack T. Colton,
played by Michael Douglas, the
owner of the jeep and exotic birds.
A gunfight ensues, and Zolo flees.
After she offers him $375 in
American Express Travelers Cheques, Jack promises to lead Joan
to the nearest phone.
Zolo returns with reinforcements, forcing Jack and Joan
away from the road and into the
virtual jungles of Columbia. After
some time and a number of
arguments , they realize that they
are quite close to the area depicted
on Joan's treasure map.
Danny DeVito (Louie DePalma
on the TV series "Taxi") plays a
thug named Ralph, who, with his
brother/partner Ira (Zack Norman), is trying to steal the map
from Joan. Ira has a strange fixation with vicious alligators. "Look
at those snappers/ ' he tells Ralph
repeatedly.
"Romancing the Stone" is a fun,
fast-paced, entertaining movie, well
balanced with its adventurous/romantic story. It is highly
recommended.
"Moscow on the Hudson"
"Moscow" is Robin Williams'
second drama-with-comedy movie,

'''Ill

l~JOSCOW

the first being "The World According to Garp." In this film,
Williams plays a Russian saxophone player named Vladimir
Ivanov.
Vladimir, as the movie begins,
lives in Moscow with his family,
dates a girl names Svetlana, and
stands in line for hours to buy toilet
paper and shoes that are the wrong
size. At first, he has no desire to
defect when the circus he plays for
goes to New York City. It is his
friend , Anatoly, who wants to
defect, talks fondly of America,
and practices his English.
But the KGB is on to Anatoly,
and he chickens out just when his
chances are best. Inspired, in a moment of madness, it is Vladimir
who defects, in, of all places,
Bloomingdale' s.
Although it is basically a pro
"America, land of the free,"
movie, "Moscow on the Hudson"
does bring up some of the good
points about Russia and some of
the bad points about America. As
Vlad says after he is mugged, at
least in Moscow you know who
your enemy is. Moscow is a crimefree, clean city, and New York is

,,

d e1ect1ve
£
•

just the opposite.
Housing was crowded for him in
Moscow, living with his family, but
the situation is no better at first in
New York, where he lives with a
black family in the ghetto. Later,
he moves into another very small
apartment.
The acting in this movie is excellent. Real Russians were cast in
almost every part that called for
one. Williams was tutored in the
language for it, and his pronounciation and his accent. are both excellent. Never once does he betray
the fact that he was born and raised here in the USA.

..
S ta ff Wrater
Do all you dorm residents
remember filling out a bright
orange survey last quarter? Well,
not all of you should because only
40 percent of the living environment surveys were returned, according to Marianne Hall, director of
Residential Life.
Hall is not complaining, though,
as she said that 40 percent is an excellent percentage for survey results
A total of 558 people, 277 male:
and 281 females, filled out th,.:
survey which was designed to allow
students to identify factors which
they consider important in their liv
ing environment.

I

. The .1s items were ranked on a
f1ve-pomt scale and students were
as ke ct to se leel t h e r·1ve ·items o f
greatest interest to them.
Staying in the present room or
floor and having a single room were
high priority for many people. The
committee that conducted the
survey is also checking in to different ways of distributing single
rooms, said hall.
"We want to establish a priority
system for students for being involved and participating!' said Hall.
"The way it is now, the student with
the first deposit date gets the single!'
The proposed plan involves a
point system. Residents would be
given points for participation in
dorm and campus-wide activities.

The number of quarters in the
dorms and GPA would also be considered as the people with the
highest number of points would be
given first consideration for singles,
said Hall.
Floors with no smoking were
another favorite choice of the participants. This was listed as one of
the top five factors by 51 percent of
the people.
Co-ed floors by wing and co-ed
floors by alternating rooms were
popular choices by both males and
females. One choice that showed interesting results was floors that have
computer hookups in the rooms ..
Of the 172 people that rated it in
the .top five, 68 percent of them
were males.

Loans availabl~ in math/science fields
schools, the loan will be forgiver,
and will not have to be repaid.
The amount of money apporAs the number of job oppor- tioned per student will depend on
tunities increased in the fields of how many applicants qualify for
math and science, so does the de- the loans. Dean Katz of Human
mand for competent teachers in Learning and Development here at
those areas. In order to encourage Eastern said that last year about 30
prospective math and science applications were turned in, but
teachers in Washington, the state this year he anticipates between 50
Legislature is making available to and 60 because the amount of
Eastern students nearly $50,000 in money available for the loans has
doubled from last year. ·
scholarship loans.
I.n order to qualify for a loan,
The loan funds are part of a students must be Washington state
statewide program through which residents who meet financial need
qualified students may borrow up requirements, and are entering
to $2,500 a ·year for four years. If their junim or senior year of colthe recipient goes on to teach for lege. Graduate students and
10 years in Washington public students wh~ are not currently at-

By MOLLY ANSELMO
Staff Writer

\

tending Eastern but plan to attend
next fall may also qualify. All applicants must have a 3.0 grade
point average.
Interested students may pick up
an application from Dr. Goetter in
the education office of Williamson
Hall. To qualify, financial aide applications must be filed by May 1,
1984, and the loan applications
must be filed by June 1, 1984. The
recipients of the award will be
chosen the second week of June by
a committee composed of the chair
men of the math and science
departments.
Additional information regarding the Mathematics/Science
Loan Fund may be obtained by
contacting Dean Katz at 359-2328.

This is also the one where Luke
falls down in almost every scene.
"The Empire Strikes Back"
plays on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Showalter
Auditorium . Admission is $1 for
students, or $2 for general admission.

The only major problem I found
with this movie was the fact that
the only people Vladimir encounters are either foreigners or
blacks. The only three white male
Americans depicted in the movie
are a wealthy Texan and two
homosexuals. It is rather doubtful
that this is an accurate depiction,
even for New York City.
"The Empire Strikes Back"
The movie on campus this
weekend is the second in the "Star
Wars" series, and probably the
least exciting of the three.
Luke faces Darth Vader in a

Survey reveals room for improvement
By SUSAN WALSDORF

fight scene and is told that Vader
is his father, and is trained as a Jedi
Knight by muppet Yoda, who
speaks with Grover's voice, for
those of you familiar with "Sesame
Street.''

Some of the choices that were
not accepted very well included
floors that require a minimum 3.0
GPA and floors comprised only of
people with a minimum age of 23.
A student committee of hall officers and resident advisers are
planning to meet and make recommendations for the different
buildings, said Hall.
"We
are
not
changing
everything!' said Hall. "We will still
accommodate everybody.'
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Mirage Records......
& Tapes

Rights---.. . continued from page 1

constitutional rights and must
operate on an assumption of probable cause before they make an
arrest. Probable cause is stated as
having " a reasonable suspicion "
that the person accused has actually
committed the crime for which he
is being arrested.
The campus police can, however,
make a choice as to whether they
wish to take the case to the county
for an arrest warrant or refer the
case to Ogdon. To make this deci sion, Brown said, campus police
considers the case, the offense
charged, how serious it is, etc.
If the person being accused is
behaving in an unruly matter, or is
not decent to the campus police,
Brown said, they may decide to
have the student go the Spokane
County route, rather than refer him
to Ogdon. Campus police may also
arrest someone who commits a
crime in their presence or they may
arrest someone on informaiton
without the police actually seeing
the suspect commit the crime in
question, he said.
In the case of referrals to Odgon,
Brown said, "All we have to do is
suspect an indivic,lual has done
something . " In the case of
malicious mischief, where there is
probable cause, the case is sent to
Dean Ogdon.
Brown said that the University
Police provide a report to Ogdon
describing the particulars of the
case. "We clearly state ia our
report what the situation is,"
Brown said, adding that University Police does not need as much
evidence in making a referral to
Ogdon as they would to arrest someone on a Spokane County warrant. Cases often referred to Ogdon
by campus police do riot have all
the evidence needed for an "official'' arrest and in such cases the
campus police do not accuse the
s11~pec;t-s tin tbeit ,rep~tts, : Br.own
said .
The report describes the incident
in full, including details on how
much the police know about the incident, who told them, etc ., so
Ogdon has an idea of what has occurred when he talks to the individual.
What happens after Ogdon gets
the report and begins the
disciplinary process of the incident?
Students are given a choice as to
whether they wish for their case to
be heard by the college disciplinary
committee or Ogdon, the university disciplinary officer. The college
disciplinary committee is composed equally of student and faculty
representatives, five students and
five faculty members. This committee will provide a hearing for the
student involved, and will make
decisions on all disciplinary cases
referred or appealed to it.
Another option is student court.
the Associated Students superior
court and those established by the
ASEWU legislature as lesser courts
to the AS superior court, may act
on such internal disciplinary problems as they feel competent to
deal with effectively. The student
court may also make referrals to
the college disciplinary committee

or Ogdon.
Most cases are heard by Ogdon,
because he believes that it is easier
for the students to talk with him
one on one. Most students,
however, are not entirely sure what
the other choice may offer, or they
have heard of Uncle Al and feel
this is the "safest." rou te by far.
Ogdon's options are limited by
the EWU Student Conduct Code.
When he hears a case he can : terminate the complaint; dismiss the
charge after whatever counseling
and advice is deemed appropriate;
impose any number of sanctions
contained in the university conduct
code; or refer the case to the
disciplinary committee in the event
he deems major disciplinary action
may be·warranted, or if the student
has to appear before Ogdon, it may
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ANY $8.98 LIST
ALBUM OR TAPE,
THAT'S REGULARL V PRICED
AT $7.79

YOUR CHO/CF
.ONLY

•

$6.49
GOOD THROUGH
MAY 31 , 1984

2nd & Division
LOCATIONS: N. 3916 Division

Eastern Washington University

KAPPA PSI
presents

,, '••15

JOB

Speµkers:

Mr. Michael A. Decoria Accounting
' Coopers and Lybrand
Vicki·Drurnheller, Personnel Management
Old National Bank
Isabelle W. Green, Marketing
Step Into Your Future
Vicki O'Bryant, MIS
1

IBM

Mr. John C. Wilson, Finance
Boeing

~l(IAllllNG IN

·sa ·• , .1110s
Glau•Wrecking

Bodyshop

24 Hour Wrecker Service

FREE TOWING
FOR REPAIR WORK
FROM INSIDE CITY OF CHENEY

..

;,"\
PHONE 235-8123
/ , • SPOKANE 831-3877

....

..,,.

I

Wash. Watts
1-800-572-5855
4 State Hotline S.rvlc•
Royte 3, Bo• 45
Chene WA98004

•'

ALPHA

Vintage Auto Parts

1
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I
I
I

I
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. .. continued on page 12

OAUE-..'S AUTO

Foreign &
American
Auto
Repair

j
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Frim\;y, April 13, 1984
9:00 Llll.-12:00 noon
I<ingston Auditorium
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Being a Marine Corps Officer can open the door to opportunities you
■ Free civilian flying lessons
may have thought were beyond your reach. It helped Marine Officer
■ Astarting salary of more than $17,000
Charles Bolden become a NASA astronaut. And if you're willing to make
the commihnent, it could help you also. You can get started while you're Immediately upon graduation you could become a Marine Officer. It's
in college with our undergraduate officer commissioning program. You
your choice. Maybe you're the kind of man we're looking for.
could take advantage of getting:
----------------■ $100 a month while in school
MaybeJfJU
be one ofus.
■ Freshmen and Sophomores train
during two six-week summer sessions
each paying more than $1100
■ Juniors train in one ten-week summer
U
~
Ai
session and earn more than $1900
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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What's llap
Seahawks coming

© 1984 Ron Breitstein Productions. In c. All rights reserved worldwide.

"Sky'' shows stars

"The Night Sky" planetarium show will be at 11 a.m.
Seattle Seahawks' General Manager Mike McCorSaturday on April 14 at EWU's Science Center, it will
mack and two Seahawks will be here next Thursday
last 90 minutes.
to show film highlights of last season at 7 a.m. on the
Planetarium Director Eileen Starr will use the
second floor of Louise Anderson Hall. The public is
planetarium's projector to point out objects visible durinvited .
ing the evening. The program will also include a
demonstration on how to use a star chart or locate constellations visible in the spring sky. The audience
members will have a chance to try their skills at fi nPayment of all tuition is due this Friday. Unpaid ding the star groups as well.
· accounts as of this date will be assessed a $25 reinstateThe program is designed for family and scout
ment fee.
groups. The cost is $1 and for more information call
Balance must be paid by the 25th of May or the EWU Science Center in Cheney at 359-7046, or
disenrollment will occur.
toll-free from Spokane at 458-6200; ask for extension
If you have any questions, contact Student 7046.
Receivables Showalter 118 or phone 359-2374.

Tuition due Friday

Orchestra to perform

Presidential potluck set
The Women's Center will host a "Meet the President Potluck .. tomorrow at noon. Those wishing to
have lunch with Dr. Frederickson, and discuss the safety of women on campus, are invited to bring their
favorite food to this potluck. Margaret Craford, program assistant at the center, will also announce programs scheduled for Rape Awareness Week, April 23
through 27 . The center will provide beverages for the
potluck.

Crime-stopping info
A crime prevention booth will be open the week of
April 16-20 in the PUB between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The booth will promote security awareness and
operation I.D.
Tapes and pamphlets will be available for view, and
also an engraver will be available to mark valuables.

Walkers to help kids
W ALKAMERICA, the annual March of Dimes
fund-raising event, will raise money to fight birth
defects through a sponsored 30-kilometer trek starting at Riverfront Park at 9 a.m. Not only in Spokane,
but nation-wide, Walkamerica will be on April 28 and
29, helping to wipe-out the number one children's
health problem, birth defects.

Vayspapir solos with Symphony

For tickets and information, contact the symphony ticket office in
Riverpark Square on the skywalk level, or call 624-1200. The concert
_ ~s co-sponsored by _
the Spokane Inland Empire Foundation.

_, __

==-~~ --_:. . . -.-.-.----

Wednesday, April 18
Slide Show: "Gary Cassel, Spokane
Area Trips;• 4:30 p.m. HEC; 7 p.m.,
SHW Aud., FREE
Cheney Chamber Dinner/Theatre, PUB
MPR
Orchestra Concert, 8 p.m., MBRH
Nooner, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., PUB
MPR, FREE

Dr. Alan H. Batten, senior research officer for the Dominion
Astrophysical Observatory !.n Victoria, B.C, will present "The Evidence
of Other Planetary Systems" tcfnight at 7:30 in the JFK Library
d·t .
-:
au I ormm.
.
.
. .
· S . - ,.- -· t Friday, Batten wall spea~ o~ "Science, Rehgaon and ocaety a noon in the Patterson Hall aud1tor1um.
Both presentations are free, and are spnsored by EWU, ·the Harlow
Shapely Visiting Lectureship Endowment of the American Astronomical
Society, and the EWU Science Center.

HAVING COMPANY?
TR~tME

Ill: . I

304 W. 1st Cheney, WA. 99004
On State Highway 904

Color 1V in Every Room!
PHONE: 235-6538

- • T H DEFECTS FOU~flON-

'Send a basket full of spring.
The Easter Basket Bouquet
from your
FTD Florist.
Easter is
Sunday, April 22.

CHET'S
FLOWERS
We Do Deliver
Open 9-5:30 Mon .-Sat.

Send your thoughts with special !,.

care.

235-491€
838-7886

1319-1 ST

CHENEY

B0011 ·&

BRUSH

PRE-EASTER SALE!

··········~······························
•Swirl-an-Egg Dye ...... $1.29 (Reg. $1 .99)
•Easter Cut-Outs ............ 4/99C (Reg. 49¢)
•Easter Grass ....................59C (Reg. 79¢)

50% OFF SELECTED ITEMS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MACRAME CLOSE OUT!
40-50°/o OFF
•Beads•Cord•Plastic Rings
•Instruction Books

····~······~·····························
"Think Spring" with Silk Flowers from

Book & Brush
Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8 am-6 pm

SPRINiT INTO

SUMMER
SALE

404 1st, Cheney, WA
235-4701

WWW~

Selected Items Buy One Item
Receive ½ Off Second Item!

riJ'INN~
\Ii,~_

(of equal or lesser value)

FREE

Savings on Dresses, Casual Pants,
Blouses, Tops
RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL 20% OFF ON ALL
SALE ITEMS (Savings up to 60%)
Sale ends 4-15-84

M AKE IT WO RK

March of Dimes

- ~- _ .,___ _

Sp-ace lecture tonight

Monday, April 16
EWU & U. of Oregon Bands, 2 p.m.,
MBRH
Academic Senate, 3-5 p.m., PUB CC
Tuesday, April 17
ASEWU, 3-6 p.m., PUB CC
Recital: Marita Brown, 8 p.m., MBRH

In culmination of Career Week, Alpha Kapf)a Psi will be presentin g
the 13th Annual Job Symposium on Friday from 9 a .m . to noon, in
Kingston Auditorium. "Jop Options in ' 84" will feature a panel of fi ve
speakers who will discuss their job fields and the potential fo r entrance
into these fields. Michael Decoria of Coopers and Lybrand will talk about
accounting; Vi cki Drumheller of Old National Bank will di scus personnel management; !sabelle W. Green of "Step Into Your Futu re" will
cover marketing; Vicki O'Bryant of IBM is our speaker in the area of
management information systems; John C . Wilson of Boeing will cover
:he area of finance. All students are encouraged to attend .

.

EWU artist-in-residence Roma Vayspapir will be the featured solist
with the Spokane Symphony Orchestra when they present Koussevitsky's
"Concerto for Double Bass" Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Spokane Opera
House.

Friday, April 13
Caree~
--- -- -- - .-.. · -~a.=-..:
Comm. _!fealtfi/Ecl; Con-sortium, ·s
a.m.-5 p.m., L-,.\ Formal Lounge
Alpha Kappa Psi, Job Symposium, 9
a.~.-No~n, Ki~gs~?n AUD., _FRE~
Children s Movie: The Empire Strikes
Back;' 1:30 p.m. PUB MPR, FREE
Blockbuster: "The Empire Strikes
Back:' 7 p.m., SWH Aud., SI/Students;
$2/General
Morrison Hall Dance, "The
Studebakers:• 9 p.m.-Midnight, PUB
MPR
Saturday, April 14
Comm. Health/Ed Consortium, 8
a.m.-5 p.m., LA Formal Lounge
Explorer Olympics, JO a.m.-5 p,m.,
Sports Complex
Spelling Bee, 11 a.m.-5 p.m., Reid School
& Martin Aud.
Children's Movie: "The Empire Strikes
Back:' 1:30 p.m., PUB MPR, FREE
Blockbuster: !'The Empire Strikes
Back:' 7 p.m., SHW Aud., $I/Students;
$2/General
Mecha Dance, 9 p.m., PUB MPR
Sunday, April 15
Year of the Trains, No. 4 in the lecture
series, " Railroad Violence: 19th Century
Perceptions of the Railroads in the Inland Empire:• 2 p.m., Higher Ed. Ctr.
Blockbuster: "The Empire Strikes
Back:' 7 p.m. SHW Aud., $I/Students;
$2/General

The Eastern Washington University Symphony Orchestra will present Russian Masterpieces on Wednesday at 8 p.m . in the Music Building Recital Hall.
The concert will also feature "Stravinsky's Suite ..
from the ballet "Pulcinella, .. a musical performance
highlighting many student soloists.
Admission to the concert. is free. Donations to the
orchestra's scholarship fund will be accepted at the
door.

Reps discuss jobs options

,..-: - -.

Calendar
Thursday, April 12
Career Week
Speaker, Anita Gates: "The 80 Most
Promising Careers:• noon, SHW Aud,
FREE also "21 Steps to a Better
Caree;;" 4:30 p.m. HEC, FREE
Jr. Recital, 8 p.m., MBHR

11

•

HOURS ·
10·6 p.m.
Mon.•Sat.

.

EarPtercing

Fashion Parlour
12-5-SUNDAY

F&M Business Center
Cheney , Wa. 99004
(509) 235-5148

:JI

16 oz. SOFT DRINK
With Purchase of Our NEW

-~

Chicken Strips & Fries
Single .................... .... . $2.89
Double ....................... $4.95

1204 1st Cheney • 235-6126
tOUPON EXP IRES 4/18/84

-··

-------. . ----- ----
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Rights

Vets' Corner

fi gure and an enfo r e the same
ri ht. a. he nt!y p o lice figures.
a tern basically po lices it own
gro und , whi hi. , hy it is not likely that ne will ee a hene ·op
patrolling choo l g round . A
rding to Ogdon , the. ne!1ey po li e
o nly come on ampu when they
arc ca ll ed to do o, and in a e
where the campu police are unable
to handle the itua tion at hand .
"The Chene police don't com e on
camp us for the ame rca o n th ey
wouldn't emer your yard, o r home.
They have no reason to. Thi is
t ypical at all uni er itie that ha ve
a working university police force of
their own ." Ogdo n s aid .
In ituat io n where a · tud ent is
a rrested by a hene or pokane
police officer the chool 1;an offer
little assi tan ce o ther than advice
whe n reque ted . The do not in tervene . "A student is in the pos it ion of re c ei v ing t h e
ame
trea tment a an ot her res ide nt , "

.. . continned from page 9

B) >\LBERT

OGEl

on!

be to h i benefit to do o .
un i e,. it hearing i
e ry
imi lar to a reg ula r hearing . Hea rmmittee are
ing b ~fo re th e
general) o pen hearing , but up n
reque t by either the omplaining
witnes or the student cha rged, thl.!
hearing ca n be clo ed . The tudent
i allowed to have an ad i er of hi
choice in attendan e to pre ent o r
a i t in the pre entation of hi
ase. The tudent mu t , though,
gi e three day' notice prior to the
hearing of the prospective repre entat ion if he in t ends t o b e
represented by an attorney . In the
eve nt that a student c hoo e an at torney lo re present him in proceedings before the disciplinary
c mmittee , an ass istanl at torney
general for the State of Washington
hall represent the Uni versity .
been
f ter a d eci io n ha
re ndered from the hea ring a tude nt ha lhe right to appeal if he
feels nece ar . However he must
pr vide a written notice o f his appeal to the committee within fi c
d a y o f lhe no tice o f disciplin a ry
a c tio n . The notic~ must include
reason why the recommendation
rega rdin g d i c ipl inar y a c tion
hou ld be re e r ed , e t a ide o r
modified . A tud ent al so has th e
rig ht to appeal abo ve the com mittee to the p re ident of t he universi t y, or hi de ig nee .
T he campu police re basica lly
o n campu - to re. p o nd to call .
W hen re ponding to lhese calls they
can tak e wh a tever measures the y
fee l nece ar y to get the ituation
re ol ed . ampu police a re poli ce

n ·am~ u-; ·oun. cling for eleran · ha· teen e. ta b li h d in th e
registrar', ,..1fficc ever · Tue. ay fr m I p.m . t 5 p.m . to help etera ns
\\ h are ha\ 111g d ifficult y in their per. na l r ch la tic Ii e .
Thi. pn.1te: 1 nal c un eling i fr c, a nd f r furthe r in f rmation call
4: -6- 16 r drop by the regist rar's office.
Art. ·:iuer. a wor l-.. . tudy , tud e nt f r eteran'
mpl ymem ecurity, ill be a ail a b le e er ' day fro m 9 a .m. to 10 a .m . and 11 a .m. to
no n to prm id c inf rm tio n and f rm ~ r ietnam-era eteran wh
w an! to apr l fo r t he new Job Training Bill recent! established .
The J b Training Bill is de ig ned t
help unemployed or
undcremp l ed veteran th ro ugh de fra ying t he c t o f training these
vetera n by participating m p loyer .
ligibi l11y i re t ri ted t \ a r-tim
et ran
f Ko rea o r ietnam.
For furt her information drop by th e eteran' Affai r ffice in the
regi trar' o ffice.
Lo ui s ern a. fro m the Wa hingto n ta tc De part ment f e te ran
!fairs, i. currently working o n sett ing u p a w rk ho p to examine a nd
di cu the rna:1y for m a veteran e m to have lo fil l o ul e er q ua rte r,
or a. a maner f cour c.
The date and particular. r t hi \ o r k hop have no t been cstabli hed, but m re inf rmat ion \\ ill be available la ter a nd I'll pa. it o n to
you.
ccoridng 10 aro l Corde of the Veteran's Affair o ffi e, the YA
will req uire quarter! certifi cation o f vete ra n begi nning Aug u t I , 19 4.
U nlcs. the V 1s made t c hange ir mind, this could m a n t ha t
a. m uch as 1x weeks co uld pa.. between yo u r la I edu cati n a l benefit
:hec k of th quarter ending, a nd the fir. l hec k yo u receive at the beginni ng of t he new q u arter.
A ·o mmi ttee i in the m a king to he lp fight this q uarter! ' ce n ifica11on, and \ il l be a part of the Veteran' Affairs o un ii ju. 1 re cen tl y
c tabli hed o n am pu .
When the commi ttee ha fina lized it lormat io n , I w ill re port more
about 11 in a la ter olumn .

* * * * •
plaque honoring t he EW U a lumn i wh o d ied in the fo u r m ajor
confli ct . nt the 20th century. (Wo rl d War I, a ri d War 11 , ~ area a nd
ietnarn) has been pro posed 10 be b uilt in howa ltcr H all.
If you · no, of an a lumnu , a nyo ne \ ·ho attended E W fo r a t lea t
o ne quarter, \, ho wa ki lled in thee wa r then please call 11. ol. Wal ter
111 the ROTC buildmg lo verif) that thi~ indi, idu I i o n the Ii t no\,
being a .. em bled.
Because of the span o f time for ome alu mn i, t he re exi t the
po 1bllit) th at some a lu mni 1-- il led in the \\ar<; may have been un1<;LOvered

Ogdon said .
Ogd n did point o ut a pecul iar
fac t , howe ver , a bou t the heney
p It e system . "They are the o.nly
police force I know of that requires
its cop t have two year o f college to work there . T h is helps the
po li cemen to have a better
understanding of their clientele.
Well over half of the residents of
hene are omehow a s ociated
with the U n iversi ty . "
Ogdo n also point out that he
doesn 't believe un iversity student s
have any special rights becau e they
are stud en ts . H e feels they a re given
certain privileges as they live in
university s urround ings. Student
gain privileges, one of the biggest
being the privilege to attend college, no t the righ t, Odgen sa id .
"The wo rd 'righ t' leads to a brasive
communicatio n . To avoid potential
difficulties we implore the wo rd
privilege instead . "

Classified Ads
OMPUTER T E RMIN A LS for
rrnt. Only $42/ month (4 mo.
mini mum) . ta y at home and progra m . Rent m ay a pply to pu rchase .
a ll or come in a nd see u T O DAY! A ME omput ers. 17 27 E.
prague , 535-4122.

Summ er e mp lo y me nt at La ke
Wena tchee , a m p Zanik a . June
24- Au g ust 19. $550 to $ 1320 p lu s
room and board for ea o n . ·o r
a ppli at io n ca lI 509-66 3- 1609 or
wr ite: a mpin g, P .O . Box 1734,
Wenatchee, W ashington, 9800 1.

.
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Ken n\ Loggin
Rock well
an Halen
P hil Co llin s
E ur) th mies
Pointe r i ·tcrs
T ho mp. o n T w ins
Hal & Oate
Li onel R itc hie
C ultu r e Cl ub

1. Footloose

2. o mebody's Wa tching Me
3. Ju mp
Against AH Odds
5. Here -·ome The Rain ga in
6 . utcmatk
7. Hold Me ow
8. Adult 'Education
9. Hello
. lO. Mi. s Me Blind
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JIFFY CLEANERS
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I $1 .. 00

Thursday Night
s~ 0 PM-12:30 AM

I :

WITH THIS COUPON

Deadline Monday 9:00 a.m.
Payment Due When Ad is Subn1itted
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi
For Information Call 359-7930
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ziza Masca1~a
For 89¢ * Reg. 1.39

25 Words or Less
$2.00
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Presenti ng For 1 our Din ing Plea s ure
Che f Elli o t 's Din ner Specialt ies !
Al l clinnurs lilCl lldP yo ur C 101CP o l soup or green salacl Jnd p

I

I
I

I

Cheney

809 1st St .
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MONDAY BARBECUE NI GHT

TUESDAY POULTRY NIGHT

A vari d se lec i 10 11 o f 11erns. c111
d ri pp1n wi th o u r o wn z s ty sauc
Chaos any two II ms Me 1 Ba lls
Po rk R1 s. Bee t Rib . Br a s, 0 t

A pot po urrr o l fres h Wa sl1 rn gton
grown c hicken. Cl100s an•
cornb1na 11on o f two: T rriyal-.1 .
Quar tered Garn Hens Gold n r, C!cl
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